
Image Use
 

This policy specifies prohibited actions, and outlines acceptable uses of the Internet services we
provide. 

IMAGE USE

Images on this Web site are copyrighted by LIQUIDPURPLE.COM and may not be reproduced
in any manner without written permission of LIQUIDPURPLE.COM. LIQUIDPURPLE.COM
owns copyrights in the selection, arrangement and coordination of such Content.
LIQUIDPURPLE.COM permits access to Content that is protected by copyrights, trademarks,
and other intellectual property and proprietary rights ("Rights"); these Rights are valid and
protected in all media and technologies existing now or later developed; and except as explicitly
provided otherwise, the TAC, applicable copyright and other laws govern your use of Content.
LIQUIDPURPLE.COM grants you a limited license to access and make personal use of this site
but not to modify it, or any portion of it. Nothing on this site may be reproduced, duplicated,
copied, sold, resold, visited, or otherwise exploited for any commercial purpose. You may not
frame or utilize framing techniques to enclose any trademark, logo, or other proprietary
information (including images, text, page layout, or form) of ours. You may not use any meta
tags or any other "hidden text" utilizing any of our trade names or trademarks without our
consent in writing. Any unauthorized use terminates the permission or license to access this
site. Consent to deviate from any of the above must be from LIQUIDPURPLE.COM and in
writing with an actual (as opposed to electronic) signature. We do not believe we are infringing
anyone’s intellectual property rights. Any complaint that we are infringing a copyright must
comply with the provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

The copyright for all images in this gallery, belongs to each respective owners. These are NOT
"free images" and you CAN NOT use them for any reason. If you like what you see and want a
print, or the right to reproduce it for any reason, then go visit the owners website and see what
type of licensing they have available.

Once again I want to ask everyone who visits this site NOT to "steal" images. Go visit the
owners website and support them by purchasing their products. Also, NO direct linking to the
images on this site please.

Thanks! 
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